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Welcome to Citi Payment Insights
Citi Payment Insights provides payment status via a visual tracker, making payment tracking as simple as tracking
a package. The solution applies to multiple payment methods such as Wire, ACH (Automated Clearing Houses), SEPA
and WorldLink®. The full suite of powerful features is accessible through CitiDirect BE® (although clients can receive
enhanced payment status updates directly into their ERP or TMS through CitiConnect® for Files, SWIFT or API). This is
an omni-channel solution powered by the use of SWIFT gpi and Big Data, providing data access and control through the
entire transaction cycle.
This user guide provides an outline of features, quick navigation tips and guidance on Citi Payment Insights screens to
assist users with utilizing this powerful digital tool.
What can users do in Citi Payment Insights?
Citi Payment Insights is a lot more than just payment tracking and SWIFT gpi. Users can take advantage of many
powerful functionalities such as:

1.

Track Payments: View enhanced payment statuses (including SWIFT gpi) with information on the payment’s journey
through participating banks and clearing, along with payment processing times and charges details via a visual
tracker — as simple as tracking a package

2.

Generate Proof of Payment Letters: View, save or email proof of payments on Citi Handlowy / Citi letterhead with
applicable SWIFT messages and branch officer signatures

3.

View Rejects and Returns: View transactions rejected by Citi Handlowy / Citi or those returned by settlement
or beneficiary

4.

Check Detailed Transaction History via the Audit Trail: View, save or print all actions taken during the
payment lifecycle

5.

View Incoming Payments: Get visibility into credit payments as they’re posted into your accounts, and see futuredated payments’ credit advices for better cash flow management

6.

Stop or Recall Payments (in Poland, this functionality will be available at a later date): Stop a payment still
in process with Citi Handlowy / Citi or recall a payment sent out for settlement or credited to the beneficiary

7.

Return Credit Payments (in Poland, this functionality will be available at a later date): Proactively return
unrecognized credit payments posted into your accounts back to the remitter

8.

Return Payments When Remitters Request Recall (in Poland, this functionality will be available at a later date):
Grant (or deny) Citi Handlowy / Citi the authority to debit your account for a payment that’s credited into your
account but is recalled by the remitter
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What is Visible on Citi Payment Insights
The Citi Payment Insights Network spans across 88 FT/Wire markets (of which 56 are gpi-enabled), 40 ACH
(Automated Clearing Houses) markets and 16 SEPA markets. WorldLink payments are visible on Payment Insights as
well, as long as the WorldLink Client ID and Funding Accounts are entitled in the CitiDirect client definition.

*ACH (Automated Clearing Houses) transactions for Denmark, Norway and Sweden visible only if initiated on CitiDirect.
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How to Navigate to Citi Payment Insights

How to Navigate to Citi Payment Insights
From the CitiDirect BE Homepage Screen, navigate to Payments and click on Citi Payment Insights from the Insights
subfolder. Alternatively, simply click on Citi Payment Insights on the top-right of your screen.
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The Citi Payment Insights Dashboard
Debit
Upon clicking Citi Payment Insights, the user will be directed to the Citi Payment Insights Dashboard. The default load
screen will be the Debit view, which shows all the outgoing payments from all the accounts users have access to. The
default loaded date range will be from 1 week before to 1 week after the login date.

Transactions are divided into 5 intuitive categories:
• Initiated: payments sent to Citi Handlowy / Citi including any in repair, pending or deleted
– Released payments are those that have been successfully sent to Citi Handlowy / Citi for processing
– Pending payments are those that require authorization before they’re released
– Deleted payments are those that were canceled/deleted by the initiator
– In Repair payments are those that need the payment initiator’s action in CitiDirect Payment Initiation screens before
they can be released
• Processing: payments that Citi Handlowy / Citi has received and is processing
• Completed: payments that Citi Handlowy / Citi has successfully paid out, with the amount of visibility dependent on
the type of transaction (more details below)
• Returns and Rejects: payments that were rejected by Citi Handlowy / Citi or by settlement/beneficiary bank
• Alerts: payments that require clients’ attention or action
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The amount of visibility on payments is dependent on the type of transaction. What does that mean?
• Beneficiary Credited: this section will display all the payments that were confirmed as credited to the
beneficiary’s account.
– In this section, users should expect to see SWIFT gpi payments (where the beneficiary bank branch is gpi-enabled)
and payments that are settled within Citi Payment Insights’ network.
• Settlement Acknowledged: this section will display all the payments that have been successfully settled. This
will occur when Citi Handlowy / Citi receives the acknowledgment from clearinghouses such as FED, CHIPS, EBA,
TARGT2 etc.
– In this section, users should expect to see SWIFT gpi payments where beneficiary bank branch is not gpi-enabled
and certain FT, ACH (Automated Clearing Houses) and SEPA payments etc.
• Sent for Settlement: this section will display all the payments that Citi Handlowy / Citi has successfully paid out but is
unable to receive an acknowledgement from the clearinghouses.
– In this section, users should expect to see ACH (Automated Clearing Houses) and SEPA flows, certain Funds Transfer
payments, and certain WorldLink flows.
Credit
To view the incoming payments (or receivables) credited into Citi Handlowy / Citi accounts, users should click Credit on
the top right of the Citi Payment Insights dashboard. Upon doing so, the Credit view will appear as below. The default
loaded date range will be from 1 week before to 1 week after the login date.

Transactions are divided into 4 intuitive categories:
• Credit Advice: payments Citi Handlowy / Citi has been notified of, but is yet to receive, e.g., direct and cover payments
• Completed: payments Citi Handlowy / Citi has successfully received and credited to clients’ accounts
• Returns: payments that have been returned to the remitter based on clients’ actions e.g. proactive return of credit or
as a result of approving a Debit Authority request
• Alerts: payments requiring clients’ attention or action
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Search
Citi Payment Insights allows clients to search for specific transactions using a variety of criteria, on either the debit or
the credit side of the dashboard. Click on the drop-down menu Search by to search for transactions by Citi Handlowy /
Citi Transaction Reference, Client Transaction Reference, UETR or Beneficiary/Remitter Name.
Users can search for up to 10 transaction references at a time, by separating the references by a comma.

Clicking on Show More allows users to search for transactions using other criteria such as Currency, Account, Branch,
Amount or File Details. Search by Account or Branch will be driven by the user’s entitlements i.e. users can only search
for accounts they have access to within Payments.

Tip: to search for WorldLink payments, click on Branch and enter “999”.
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The Transactions Table
Clicking on any category of transactions (e.g. Beneficiary Credited) from the dashboard will make the Transactions
Table appear.

Customize
Users can customize their view by clicking on the gear icon. Clicking the icon brings the below pop-up.

Users can change the number of rows to display, change which columns are displayed, choose primary and secondary
sort columns and revert to default column widths. Plenty of opportunities to customize the transaction table view to
each user’s preference.
Save As and Print
Users can export the entire displayed transaction table or certain selected transactions by clicking on the Save As
button. Export options are available in PDF, CSV or XLSX formats. Users can also choose to print by clicking on Print.
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Tracking a Payment
To track any payment, users need to click the checkbox to the left of the transaction and then click on the Track
Payment button from the bottom of the Transactions Table.

Please refer to the Citi Payment Insights Debit Dashboard section that explains the visibility scope for transactions for
additional information.
Beneficiary Credited
Transactions in Beneficiary Credited are those where we can confirm the beneficiary has received the payment. The
track payment screen for these types of transactions looks like:
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Settlement Acknowledged
Transactions in Settlement Acknowledged are those where we can confirm the payment has been successfully cleared
and is en-route to the beneficiary bank. The track payment screen for these types of transactions looks like:

Sent for Settlement
Transactions in Sent for Settlement are those where we can confirm that Citi Handlowy / Citi has successfully paid it
out, but the tracking information ceases to be available once the payment leaves the bank. The track payment screen for
these types of transactions looks like:
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Proof of Payment
A proof of payment letter can be useful in a number of situations such as- if the client’s beneficiary is claiming nonreceipt of funds, or if goods are stuck at customs and clients need to prove they have paid for them. Proof of payment
letters are available only once Citi Handlowy / Citi processes the transaction i.e. it is in the Completed section of the
dashboard. Proof of payment is not available for returned transactions.
To generate a proof of payment, users need to click the checkbox to the left of the transaction and then click on the
Proof of Payment button from the bottom of the Transactions Table.

Users can send the proof of payment letter to themselves in a secure email by clicking Send, or download the letter
directly on to their system.
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Proof of payment letters generated on Citi Payment Insights will have the following features:
• On the Citi Handlowy / Citi letterhead
• With all the transaction details and information on the first page
• Debit Confirmation Message on the second page: the MT101/103 or clearing message showing client’s
account was debited
• Final Outbound Message on the third page: the final MT101/103/202 showing the payment has successfully left Citi
Handlowy /Citi ’s network (where available and applicable)
• Branch Service Officer Signatures (or stamp where applicable) on the final page
An example of a proof of payment letter is shown below:
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Transaction Details
To view further details on any transaction, including WorldLink information (where applicable), click on the caret or the
arrow next to the checkbox. Within the transaction details section, users can view the Audit Trail or Case Reference
comments by clicking on the buttons.

Audit Trail
Users can generate audit trails to view the detailed event history of any transaction. This includes creation, approvals,
status updates, etc. with the party, date and time stamps.
Below is what an audit trail looks like when generated on Citi Payment Insights. Users can click on the plus icon(s) to see
additional relevant details per event (where available) or click on Print to print or save the audit trail.
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The functionality
will be available
at a later date

When Citi Service opens an inquiry against a payment for any reason e.g. Stop Payment, Bene Claims Non Receipt of
Funds etc., users will be able to see the Case Reference Number linked to a payment. Clicking on this link will open an
audit trail with inquiry-related events. This audit trail will contain all the critical updates Citi Handlowy / Citi has initiated
in order to resolve the inquiry.
To view the details on each individual event, users should click on the clipboard link, which will trigger a new pop-up
window with the event content. An example is shown below.

Note: if the client definition and user is also enabled for Citi® Service Insights, then clicking on the Case Reference link
will redirect the user to Citi Service Insights where they can track and manage the case.
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The functionality
will be available
at a later date

This feature allows clients to facilitate their intention to stop a payment that’s still in process with Citi Handlowy / Citi
(generally in the case of future-dated payments) or recall a payment that’s sent out for settlement, or credited to the
beneficiary. This feature is available only for FT/Wire payments.
Users can action a stop payment request through the Citi Payment Insights Debit Dashboard as long as they have the
requisite entitlements using three simple steps. If the user does not have the right entitlements, they should reach out
to their Security Manager and refer this guide.
Step 1:
Search for the payment, click on the checkbox and then the Stop Payment button.

Step 2:
Select the Stop Reason from the drop down menu, and enter Client Inquiry Reference and any Notes if desired.
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Step 3:
Another user with authorize entitlements should log into Citi Payment Insights, locate the payment pending
authorization within Alerts — To Authorize, and click on the checkbox and then the Authorize button (or Reject button
if you want to reject the stop payment request).

Once this is complete, the payment will move into the Exceptions queue while it is in process.
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Once successfully processed, the payment will move to Rejects in a Stop (Cancel) scenario or to Returns in a Stop
(Recall) scenario.
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The functionality
will be available
at a later date

This feature allows clients to facilitate their intention to return payments credited into their accounts in scenarios they
don’t want the funds e.g. they don’t recognize the remitter, it’s a duplicate payment etc. This feature is available only for
FT/Wire payments.
Users can action a return payment request through the Citi Payment Insights Credit Dashboard as long as they have the
requisite entitlements using three simple steps. If the user does not have the right entitlements, they should reach out
to their Security Manager and refer this guide.
Step 1:
Search for the payment, click on the checkbox and then the Return button.

Step 2:
Select the Return Reason from the drop down menu. Users can choose to return the full or partial amount in the Return
Amount field.
All branches live with return payment functionality through Citi Payment Insights accepts full or partial return except
Bangladesh, China, Indonesia, Taiwan, Vietnam, Cameroon, Congo, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Kazakhstan, Nigeria, Romania,
Senegal, Slovakia and Canada.
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Step 3:
Another user with authorize entitlements should log into Citi Payment Insights, locate the payment pending
authorization in Alerts — Pending, and click on the checkbox and then the Authorize button (or Reject button if you
want to reject the return payment request).

Once this is complete, the return payment will move into the Exceptions queue while it is in process. For return
payments in Western Europe or North America, this should be instantaneous.
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Once successfully processed, the payment will move to the Returned bucket. The returned transaction details will be
added to the transaction details area. Simply click on the caret or arrow to view.
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Granting (or Denying) Debit Authority

The functionality
will be available
at a later date

When a remitter requests a recall of their payment made into a client’s account, clients have the ability to grant (or
deny) Citi Handlowy / Citi the authority to debit their account and send the funds back to the remitter. This feature,
called Grant Debit Authority (or GDA) facilitates the client’s intention to allow a recall request from their remitter. This
feature is available for both, FT/Wire and ACH (Automated Clearing Houses) payments.
Users can action a GDA request through the Citi Payment Insights Credit Dashboard as long as they have the requisite
entitlements using three simple steps. If the user does not have the right entitlements, they should reach out to their
Security Manager and refer this guide.
Step 1:
Locate the payment pending debit authority within the Exceptions queue, click on the checkbox and then the Grant
Debit Authority button.
Note: if the user clicks on Refuse Debit Authority, they will simply have to choose a reason from the drop-down menu
for the reason of refusal.
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Step 2:
Select the Return Amount from the pop-up box and simply click on Submit.

Step 3:
Another user with authorize entitlements should log into Citi Payment Insights, locate the payment pending
authorization in Alerts — Pending, and click on the checkbox and then the Authorize button (or Reject button if you
want to reject the GDA request).
Note: the flow for Reject Debit Authority will be entirely the same. The only difference will be that instead of the
transaction going into the Returned bucket, it will go back to the Account Credited bucket.
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Once this is complete, the GDA payment will move into the Exceptions queue while it is in process. For GDA payments in
Western Europe or North America, this should be instantaneous.

Once successfully processed, the payment will move to the Returned bucket. The returned transaction details will be
added to the transaction details area. Simply click on the caret or arrow to view.
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